Comparison of insulin sensitivity indices calculated from standard 3-sampled and frequently sampled oral glucose tolerance test.
Three-sampled oral glucose tolerance test is the most frequently used method for evaluation of impairment of glucose homeostasis in daily clinical practice. The aim of this study was to answer the question if insulin sensitivity indices (ISI) calculated from standard 3-sampled oral glucose tolerance test (3SoGTT) provide adequate information compared to the outcome when calculated from frequently sampled oral glucose tolerance test (FSoGTT). A total of 73 subjects (aged 17-59 years, BMI 17.9-41.8 kg/m2) underwent a standard frequently sampled oral glucose tolerance test (FSoGTT). Selected indices of insulin sensitivity were calculated using plasma glucose and insulin concentrations from FSoGTT and from samples obtained in 0, 60 and 120 min of the oGTT (3SoGTT). Areas under the peripheral concentration curves of insulin and glucose (AUCi, AUCg) from both approaches were compared. Insulin sensitivity calculated from 3SoGTT was significantly higher compared to the sensitivity calculated from FSoGTT expressed as insulin sensitivity indices ISI Cederholm (ISI(Ced)) and ISI Matsuda (ISI(Mat)), p<0.001 and p<0.05, respectively. There was a difference in AUCg between values estimated from 3SoGTT and FSoGTT (p<0.05). These differences nearly disappeared when the BMI groups (normal weight and overweight/obese) were evaluated separately. No differences were found in AUCi and the AUCg:AUCi ratio between two approaches. It might be supposed that on using 3SoGTT the ISI(Mat) provides greater objectivity in assessing insulin sensitivity than ISI(Ced). Although insulin sensitivity is overestimated when calculated from 3SoGTT, the approach is still valuable for identifying subjects with insulin resistance.